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Presentation Notes
[We are from the Health and Use of Time Group which is a research group within the Faculty of Health Sciences.]We are carrying out a research project called ‘Life after Work’, investigating people’s use of time, health and wellbeing across the retirement transition, in partnership with a team from the University of Queensland and with funding from the Australian Research Council. I am undertaking a PhD as part of this study and focusing on the use of time aspect. 
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When we first started this project we needed to clarify the main concept of what is actually meant by retirement. There are so many pathways to retirement these days that the most common definition in the literature of ceasing paid employment just doesn’t cover all situations.For instance if you consider your own options…You may retire completely or just reduce the number of hours that you work, and this may be over a period of time. After you retire you might chose to return to work for various reasons – boredom or financial.You may also reduce the responsibility of your position as a way of making your work easier. Unfortunately you may be made redundant and forced to retire, or it may be a planned choice.You might consider yourself retired as soon as you start receiving some sort of retirement income such as superannuation or old-age pension.Or you may fit any one of those categories but are ‘retired’ because you self-define yourself as retired.And there is also any combination of the above situations.Another consideration for us was to realise that retirement is only a relatively recent life stage - existing since the 19th century. Before this workers transferred to less demanding tasks as they aged, continued working until they died or, if unable to work, they relied on family to support them because wages were too low to save enough to support themselves in retirement.So how did retirement come about? 
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If we look at the picture overseas - in the mid 1800s private pensions were provided by some companies in USA in a bid to entice their workers to stay with the same employer rather than a social intention so support people in old age. 
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Around 1880 Germany introduced old-age pensions for people over 65 years (bearing in mind that most people at that time did not live to reach this age).
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Other countries gradually introduced old-age pensions – UK in 1908
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and USA interestingly not until 1935.
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Superannuation schemes, known as occupational pensions in UK and retirement plans in USA came in around the mid 1900s to supplement government pension scheme.
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So if we look at the picture in Australia - old-age pensions began in 1908.
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By the mid 1900s superannuation schemes became widespread because unions became more powerful and negotiated them to be included in industrial awards (Dept of Treasury 2001).
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In 1992 employer contributions to superannuation became mandatory and in 2004 Australia introduced the Age Discrimination Act which meant that employment could not be terminated due to age so this meant that 65 years was no longer a set retirement age. This introduction of pensions and superannuation, as well as higher wages meaning that workers could put aside savings, people have been able to fund a retirement phase of life. The other contributing factor to retirement has been that life expectancy has increased.
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Explain graph – years, age and blue line of longevity. So for instance, if you were born in Australia in 1880 you could expect to live to 47 years if you were male and 50 years if you were female.Whereas if you were born today in Australia you could expect to live to 79 years if you were male and 84 years if you were female.So given that people are living longer and that the usual age to retire has been 65 years you can see that people are spending more years in retirement than in previous decades. 
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In fact if you look at the actual age of retirement, shown by the red line, you can see that people have tended to take earlier retirement than 65 years, especially since the 1970s, so the years spent in retirement have increased further. This was due not only to more available retirement income but also because the government encouraged it as a way to manage unemployment i.e. move the older people on to make way for younger people looking for work.This trend has started to reverse in the last decade as larger numbers of people who are retired has put pressure on the funding of aged-care services. The economic climate has also becoming harsher, partly because of events such as the global financial crisis, has meant that people are tending to remain at, or return to work, to add to their savings.Nevertheless there are greater numbers of people who are spending a longer part of their life in retirement than in previous generations. 
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It’s clearly important to maintain the health of this growing population to benefit not only the people themselves but also the government’s health budget. And what people do on a daily basis has consequences for their physical and mental health. For example, physical activity can reduce the risk and severity of chronic disease such as cardiovascular disease and diabetes, reduce the risk of falls and improve functional abilities in the elderly. Some studies have found that PA improves cognitive function.Recently we have become aware that we don’t only need to increase physical activity but also reduce the time spent in sedentary behaviours such as prolonged sitting when watching television, reading, using a computer or travelling, and they have been associated with obesity, cardiovascular disease and diabetes. Intellectual activity can maintain cognitive function, adequate sleep is important for good health, Social interaction contributes to wellbeing and Enjoyment of an activity has been shown to reduce stress and depression.But to be able to develop policies and interventions to assist with maintaining health in the retirement population we need to know what are that population doing - their activities, behaviours and lifestyle - and how may that change as people move into retirement. There is some information in the literature about various aspects of time use across retirement, for instance, there is general agreement that television viewing increases after retirement, but no study has looked at the total picture. We thought that there is still a lot that is not known about how people use their time after, compared to before retirement, hence the need for this research. The findings will assist this phase of life to be successful.
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We are recruiting a cohort of people who are over 50 years of age, about to retire and following them from before retirement to 12 months after retirement.We will do various assessments of use of time at four time points; pre-retirement and 3, 6 and 12 months post-retirement.At every time point the assessments include use of time phone interviews to ask about daily activities (MARCA), accelerometry to measure activity levels and written surveys to ask about plans for retirement, health and wellbeing. The first and last time points will be face-to-face assessments to also carry out extra measures - height, weight and waist girth, blood pressure and blood cholesterol and glucose levels. The middle two assessments can be done remotely via mail/telephone/online.



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Use of time: MARCA 
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The other main way of measuring time use is the Multimedia Activity Recall for Children and Adults (MARCA) is an instrument that provides information about use of time, energy expenditure, enjoyment and social interaction levels. 24 hour use of time is recorded by phone interviews asking participants to recall their previous day’s activities in 5 minute durations. At each phone call the two previous days will be recalled so there will be a total of four days in each assessment period, aiming for at least one work day and one non-work day.
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For this study we will ask participants their enjoyment level for most activities, on a scale of 0 (“I hated it”) to 10 (“I loved it”), 
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as well as who they were with for the activities using the categories of “alone”, “spouse/partner”, “kids”, “friends/other adults”, “parents” and “others”.  
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We are aiming for 120-150 participants and at present have just over a 100 and no-one has yet completed all 4 time points. We have done some analysis on this preliminary MARCA data but given that it’s early days bear in mind that the picture may change. Before I put the data up let me explain that the top half of the graph is an increase in minutes/day of the activity and the bottom half is a decrease. 
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The activities in the MARCA are divided into super-domains, in this case chores, as shown by the bigger red dot in this slide. You can see that time spent on chores increases after retirement. If you break up the super-domain of chores into smaller categories you can see that outdoor chores do not change nearly as much as indoor chores (they are food preparation, clean, laundry, shopping-related and child care – if you add up clean, cook and shop you get the total that puts that superdomain up so high).
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Screen time (computer, TV, Video games) increases slightly and there is slightly less computer work but more TV
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Sleep increases slightly
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As does physical activity
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Quiet time remains about the same although reading increases slightly more than other quiet activities (listening to music, sitting quietly, spiritual activities like meditation). 
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Social activities remain about the same also although socialising (partying and social networking) is slightly up over phone use and just talking to people.
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Self-care (that includes grooming, ablutions and eating) reduces after retirement although grooming not as much.
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Transport also reduces somewhat with passive transport (driving or riding in a vehicle) reducing more than active transport (walking, cycling).
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Finally it’s not surprising that work also reduces although study does not.
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From the data we can also show you this wheel which shows how post-retirement use of time is allocated throughout a day. You can see that approx 50% is spent in sleeping or being in front of some sort of screen (computer and TV). Chores are the next biggest category of daily time use and the rest of the categories combined only take up just over a quarter of the day.
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This matrix is a bit more complex but I will have a go at explaining some interesting features. What is shows is post-retirement cross-sectional data (so not over time but across the group) that for every extra 60 minutes spent on an activity there are consequences for other activities.  That makes sense if you think about it e.g. if you sleep longer you have less time to do other things. Therefore each column should add up to 60mins so if the matrix shows a positive value it is unusual because you’ve spent more time in two activities. This may occur because the activities are linked – for instance the fact that more time in self-care also shows more time in transport may mean that you get dressed-up to go out. Why there is also an increased time in chores is not so clear – maybe the person likes their body and surroundings to be well presented.Some other interesting examples in this matrix are:More time in social means less time in screen activities – this makes senseMore time in chores and less time in work probably indicates a non-work day.
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When we first started we needed to clarify the main concept of what is actually meant by retirement. There are so many pathways to retirement these days that the most common definition in the literature of ceasing paid employment just doesn’t cover all situations.For instance if you consider your own options…You may retire completely or just reduce the number of hours that you work, and this may be over a period of time. After you retire you might chose to return to work for various reasons – boredom or financial.You may also reduce the responsibility of your position as a way of making your work easier. Unfortunately you may be made redundant and forced to retire, or it may be a planned choice.You might consider yourself retired as soon as you start receiving some sort of retirement income such as superannuation or old-age pension.Or you may fit any one of those categories but are ‘retired’ because you self-define yourself as retired.And there is also any combination of the above situations.Another consideration for us was to realise that retirement is only a relatively recent life stage - existing since the 19th century. Before this workers transferred to less demanding tasks as they aged, continued working until they died or, if unable to work, they relied on family to support them because wages were too low to save enough to support themselves in retirement.So how did retirement come about? 
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When we first started we needed to clarify the main concept of what is actually meant by retirement. There are so many pathways to retirement these days that the most common definition in the literature of ceasing paid employment just doesn’t cover all situations.For instance if you consider your own options…You may retire completely or just reduce the number of hours that you work, and this may be over a period of time. After you retire you might chose to return to work for various reasons – boredom or financial.You may also reduce the responsibility of your position as a way of making your work easier. Unfortunately you may be made redundant and forced to retire, or it may be a planned choice.You might consider yourself retired as soon as you start receiving some sort of retirement income such as superannuation or old-age pension.Or you may fit any one of those categories but are ‘retired’ because you self-define yourself as retired.And there is also any combination of the above situations.Another consideration for us was to realise that retirement is only a relatively recent life stage - existing since the 19th century. Before this workers transferred to less demanding tasks as they aged, continued working until they died or, if unable to work, they relied on family to support them because wages were too low to save enough to support themselves in retirement.So how did retirement come about? 
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Some people tell us they feel like they have wasted their day.
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When we first started we needed to clarify the main concept of what is actually meant by retirement. There are so many pathways to retirement these days that the most common definition in the literature of ceasing paid employment just doesn’t cover all situations.For instance if you consider your own options…You may retire completely or just reduce the number of hours that you work, and this may be over a period of time. After you retire you might chose to return to work for various reasons – boredom or financial.You may also reduce the responsibility of your position as a way of making your work easier. Unfortunately you may be made redundant and forced to retire, or it may be a planned choice.You might consider yourself retired as soon as you start receiving some sort of retirement income such as superannuation or old-age pension.Or you may fit any one of those categories but are ‘retired’ because you self-define yourself as retired.And there is also any combination of the above situations.Another consideration for us was to realise that retirement is only a relatively recent life stage - existing since the 19th century. Before this workers transferred to less demanding tasks as they aged, continued working until they died or, if unable to work, they relied on family to support them because wages were too low to save enough to support themselves in retirement.So how did retirement come about? 
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Some people tell us they feel like they have wasted their day.
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When we first started we needed to clarify the main concept of what is actually meant by retirement. There are so many pathways to retirement these days that the most common definition in the literature of ceasing paid employment just doesn’t cover all situations.For instance if you consider your own options…You may retire completely or just reduce the number of hours that you work, and this may be over a period of time. After you retire you might chose to return to work for various reasons – boredom or financial.You may also reduce the responsibility of your position as a way of making your work easier. Unfortunately you may be made redundant and forced to retire, or it may be a planned choice.You might consider yourself retired as soon as you start receiving some sort of retirement income such as superannuation or old-age pension.Or you may fit any one of those categories but are ‘retired’ because you self-define yourself as retired.And there is also any combination of the above situations.Another consideration for us was to realise that retirement is only a relatively recent life stage - existing since the 19th century. Before this workers transferred to less demanding tasks as they aged, continued working until they died or, if unable to work, they relied on family to support them because wages were too low to save enough to support themselves in retirement.So how did retirement come about? 
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When we first started we needed to clarify the main concept of what is actually meant by retirement. There are so many pathways to retirement these days that the most common definition in the literature of ceasing paid employment just doesn’t cover all situations.For instance if you consider your own options…You may retire completely or just reduce the number of hours that you work, and this may be over a period of time. After you retire you might chose to return to work for various reasons – boredom or financial.You may also reduce the responsibility of your position as a way of making your work easier. Unfortunately you may be made redundant and forced to retire, or it may be a planned choice.You might consider yourself retired as soon as you start receiving some sort of retirement income such as superannuation or old-age pension.Or you may fit any one of those categories but are ‘retired’ because you self-define yourself as retired.And there is also any combination of the above situations.Another consideration for us was to realise that retirement is only a relatively recent life stage - existing since the 19th century. Before this workers transferred to less demanding tasks as they aged, continued working until they died or, if unable to work, they relied on family to support them because wages were too low to save enough to support themselves in retirement.So how did retirement come about? 
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Some people tell us they feel like they have wasted their day.
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When we first started we needed to clarify the main concept of what is actually meant by retirement. There are so many pathways to retirement these days that the most common definition in the literature of ceasing paid employment just doesn’t cover all situations.For instance if you consider your own options…You may retire completely or just reduce the number of hours that you work, and this may be over a period of time. After you retire you might chose to return to work for various reasons – boredom or financial.You may also reduce the responsibility of your position as a way of making your work easier. Unfortunately you may be made redundant and forced to retire, or it may be a planned choice.You might consider yourself retired as soon as you start receiving some sort of retirement income such as superannuation or old-age pension.Or you may fit any one of those categories but are ‘retired’ because you self-define yourself as retired.And there is also any combination of the above situations.Another consideration for us was to realise that retirement is only a relatively recent life stage - existing since the 19th century. Before this workers transferred to less demanding tasks as they aged, continued working until they died or, if unable to work, they relied on family to support them because wages were too low to save enough to support themselves in retirement.So how did retirement come about? 
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